
Whissendine CE Primary School 
 
Safeguarding Governor (Helen Atkinson) Checklist - September 2016 
 
 

Central Register 

Single Central Record (SCR) of staff 
(including temporary staff, supply staff 
and volunteers) in place 

Y 

Does it record the names, addresses 
and dates of birth of all members of 
staff Y 

Does it show the identify checks 
made, the date of the check and who 
carried it out? Y  

Qualification checks - dated and 
identified who carried out. Y 

Is the admission register up to date?  Y 

 
 

DBS checked 

Teaching staff Y 

Governors Y 

Supply staff Y 

Other staff Y 

Music teachers Y 

Volunteers Y 

 
 

Child Protection 
folder 

Low level concerns are recorded 
properly and dated 

Y 

Where is this folder kept - who has 
access? 

Not locked but secreted in a cupboard out        
of sight where only the teaching staff have        
a reason to access. It is considered that        
this means the folder is private but quickly        
accessible by those who need to record       
events in it. 

Is all information stored in the folder? 
what happens to confidential 
elements? 

All confidential and sensitive content is in       
a different folder which is locked in Meg        
Lucas' office 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Training 
 
 
 

Are all staff trained in SG ? Y 

How often is SG repeated? every 2 years (note legally should be 
every 3) 

Is there regular e-safety 
training/updates? 

Y - Tanya Comber is responsible for 
e-safety 

Are the training records collated and 
complete? 

Y 

Where relevant are volunteers given 
guidance (training) in e-safety? 

Y 

Who are the first aiders Y - all staff First Aid trained. 

 
 

Designated adults 
and alerting 

Who is the DSL Meg Lucas and Alison Gorman 

Do children know who they can go to? Y - in addition to their teachers and TAs,         
children are encouraged to go directly to       
Meg Lucas (I have witnessed Year 5 and        
6 children going to her office to complain,        
they were clearly confident and     
comfortable doing so). There is also a       
“Time to Talk” mentor (Sally Winn) who       
the children go to. 

Is there an alternative (passive) way 
for children to alert school e.g. worry 
box 

None currently in place. A variety of       
approaches tried over the years - very       
little response from children. Discussed     
whether this means that the approach      
does not work, or whether it indicates that        
to date the children don't feel the need        
(i.e. other strategies work well). 

Do all 'looked after children' have a       
designated person? Y 

Do staff feel comfortable alerting on      
each other? 

Y 

Is there a whistle-blowing procedure     
in place? 

Y 

Are staff made aware of other      
whistle-blowing channels available to    
them (e.g. NSPCC)? 

Yes- and copy of the document freely       
available to raise awareness (including     
being posted in staff WC. 

Are volunteers made aware that they      
should report all concerns during their      
time in school back to a teacher? 

Y - discussed how this was done and        
whether it is part of school policy. 

Are all staff aware of signs of SG        
issues as listed on page 11 (2016       
Keeping children safe in education     
part 1) 

Y 

 



Entry to school 

During which hours are the gates 
secured? 

8.50 - 9.00 (during which time there is 
adult supervision) 

Do parents know the hours when the 
playground is monitored before and 
after school 

Y - information on website and given to 
new parents. 

Is there an effective policy for when a 
child fails to attend school and no 
contact is made from home? 

Y 

Is there an effective policy for when a 
child is not picked up from school on 
time? 

Y 

Is entry into building monitored at all 
times? 

Y 

Are visitor badges worn by 
volunteers? 

Y 

Policy outside of school hours (school 
clubs) (see below) Y 

What happens if an unknown adult 
comes to pick up a child? 

DIscussed - most adults associated with 
children  known to office staff but  phone 
call home to confirm if unknown. 

 
 

Travelling to and 
from school 

Is there an up to date policy for use of          
mini buses? 

Y 

Does the school request notification if      
a child is walking home alone? 

Legally can't 

Are children given a session of road       
safety training? 

Yes - year 2 plus with particular focus on         
years 5 and 6. In addition there are junior         
road safety officers. 

Is there a policy for when parent/carer       
volunteers drive children to and from      
events? 

Discussed insurance issues and    
procedures such as driving in convoy.      
Wherever possible try to use the same       
people as volunteers (i.e. those that are       
known to be reliable with track record and        
experience). 

Should a reminder be sent out to       
parents at the start of the academic       
year asking for extra vigilance and      
support because some of the children      
are inexperienced in road safety?     
Perhaps when light becomes an     
issue? 

Discussed. 

 
 
 



Outside space 

Are the boundary safe and secure? Y - discussed improvements that are      
currently being made. Mr Lucas walks the       
school, buildings, outdoor space and     
boundary every day to check it is secure. 

What is the supervision during break 
and lunchtime adequate? 

Y - 3 adults at playtime and lunchtime 

Are there shaded areas available? Currently orchard area but looking into      
increasing shaded areas (e.g. canopy     
cover). The school has spare sun hats       
which children must wear on hot days if        
they do not have one of their own. 

Is there free access to toilets Y 

Is there free access to drinking water Y 

 
 

Fire drill 

Is there a suitable place to assemble? Y - discussed new location during building 
works. 

How often is the drill practised? termly 

Are the drills scheduled or 
unexpected? 

both 

 
 

Health 

Are children actively encouraged to 
drink water during the school day? 

Y 

Is drinking water further encouraged 
on hot days? 

Y 

Do the children understand why 
drinking is important? 

Y - included in this term's theme 
"Readiness" 

What happens if a child forgets their 
water bottle? 

Water fountain and cups available 

Are healthy snacks encouraged Y -included in this term's theme 
"Readiness" 

Are all children told to wash their 
hands before eating their lunch? How 
is this is monitored? 

Y - especially Y1 and Y2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SG and 
communicating 

with parents 
 

Is the SG policy available on the the 
school website? 

Y 

Suitable/required links on website? Y 

Information about school day and     
parent's responsibilities easily   
accessible and in one place online? 

Y 

Can parents access teaching staff 
easily with their concerns? 

Y - via office, teacher and via Mrs Lucas         
(or Mrs Schofield) at school gate in the        
morning before school. 

 

 
 

Events/clubs 

Who is responsible for children during      
school times at events (i.e. when      
parents/carers are present)? Do    
parents know this? 

School - yes 

Who is responsible for children during      
after school clubs? Do parents know      
this? 

Parents and school - DSL thinks parents       
are aware of this. Discussed whether      
there should be a reminder.  

Is it always made clear to children       
where they can and cannot go at an        
external event? 

Y 

At external events are adult     
spectators that associate with the     
school group challenged if unknown     
to the teaching staff? 

Y - discussed the role of volunteers in        
challenging and alerting in these     
circumstances. 

After school clubs - signing children 
out what measures are in place to 
ensure that children are safely picked 
up? 

Y - parents sign a slip to say who is          
picking up their child and school/club      
monitor this. 

 
 

Pupil Behaviour, 
Emotional Health 

and Wellbeing 

Do the pupils feel safe and secure? 
how do we know? 

Y - a range of soft monitoring mainly led         
by teacher who know the their class very        
well, e.g. faces in buckets. Discussed soft       
monitoring in the form of informal chats       
with mixed year group. 

Sex ed - how is the impact on the         
children’s emotional and behavioural    
being monitored? 

discussion and soft monitoring by     
teachers. 

Are children taught about stranger 
danger? 

Y 

 
 



E-safety 

Are there clear updated links for      
parents on the website that give      
information about e-safety 

Y 

Have google alerts been set-up for      
school webpage? 

Mrs Lucas to check with Tanya Comber 

Do all staff receive regular training in       
e-safety? 

Y 

Is personal data protected - (see      
essential e-safety p.13) 

Y 

are all passwords secure? Y 

Policies updated and specific to our      
school? 

Y 

Is there a twitter feed policy? Y 

Do children know what to do if they        
are exposed to something that     
unpleasant on the internet? 

Y 

Are children introduced to risks of      
social media (stranger danger) 

Y 

Do children understand what their     
digital footprint is? 

Y 

Is there any information about     
internet/gaming usage outwith   
school? 

Some - discussed a passive survey of       
child internet/ gaming across the year      
groups 

Are children taught about how to deal       
with potential problems through    
texting (bullying/inappropriate texts)? 

Y 

 


